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This discourse of the American sublime materialized national power into credible forms and shared terms that, in effect, conscripted citizens into a dynamic of possessive individualism that insured the industrial incorporation of the country. As a trope of romantic community, the sublime worked for "kindred spirits" within the American political imaginary, not merely as a sentiment to be feigned but as a force to be acted upon, believed in, and enjoyed. Even the skeptical Henry Adams stood in awe of technology with the American inventor Samuel P. Langley as they began "to feel the forty-foot dynamo[s] as a moral force" at the Paris World's Fair on the threshold of the twentieth century: "Before the end," Adams concluded, "one began to pray to it [the sublime dynamo]; inherited instinct taught the national expression of man before silent and infinite force."8 As a language of democratic longing, the sublime imposed landscapes or technoscapes of national identification and higher force, by means of which puny individuals might identify not so much with the power of the state as with a sublimated spectacle of national empowerment increasingly materialized into a railway train, an electronic dynamo, an airplane, or a bomb. What Adams called this American instinct of credulity before "silent and infinite force" had been long inculcated.
Ratifying aesthetic and technological uses of natural force as equally compelling, however, the ideology of the American Sublime trapped American liberals, such as Whitman and Church, into a contradictory discourse legitimating the expansion of national power. Although in Whitman's New York state, for example, and especially in the Lower Hudson Valley, the doctrine of sublime scenery remained an underlying ideal called upon to justify environmental preservation and was used in the battle to prevent Storm King Mountain from being turned into a Con Edison hydroelectric plant as late as 1980, the equally compelling claim to tap into, command, and develop this natural power was no less rooted in emerging dynamics of the technological sublime.9 Founded upon a flight from history that sublimated nature and the democratic subject into resources of continental redemption, spectacles of the sublime, such as Church's Niagara (1857) and Whitman's "By Blue Ontario's Shore" (1867), disseminated elected spaces of light and horizons of dematerialized power that valorized American labor and called out for further projects of aesthetic, political, and technological redemption. From the Puritans through the romantics, then, we can now recognize that the American Sublime had evolved into a cultural genre quite capable of sacralizing force, inspiring communal belief, and modulating history to national ends. 10 Breaking with by now residual discourses linking nature and nation to that powerful complex of ideology Thomas Jefferson called "Nature's Nation," I will claim that this American Sublime will have to be refigured, within a postmodern economy, to imagine forth and represent America as an entity of transnational cyberspace that "knows no national boundaries, feels no geographic constraints.""11 This will increasingly happen, at the superstructural level of cultural production, as transnational corporations emerge, amalgamate, transform, flow, and exchange signs and profits across tired nation-state boundaries and grow oblivious to cultural or ideological distinctions that once inspired allegiance. Passing out of nation-state modernity and Fordist modes of massive industrial accumulation, the United States is fast entering a more fluid world of transnational incorporation. To explain this, Jacques Attali uses a model of totalizing postmodernization that critics as opposed as Fredric Jameson and Walter Benn Michaels might well agree with;12 he argues, "The world is becoming an ideologically homo- geneous market where life is being organized around common consumer desires, whether or not those desires can be fulfilled."13 We already inhabit a world system of such unstable reconfiguration that the mighty United States may now be "Japan's granary, like Poland was for Flanders in the seventeenth century."14 Dependent upon a long-encoded agonistics of power and a dangerously solipsistic sense of natural and technological superiority, this nationalist ideology of the American Sublime will die hard and not without fighting: Indeed, the ongoing abolishment of the United States as an economic superpower, once contingent upon rivalry with the U.S.S.R. for global hegemony and upon proliferating nuclear weapons for the maintenance of sublime terror, may already be a fait accompli within "a world unlocked from its Cold War polarization. "15 This giddy postmodernization of the nation-state bodes ill for romantic self-conceptions of identity. Like some unimagined poetry of the North American techno-future, William Gibson's cyberpunk science fiction is not alone in mapping the emerging space of this new, postnational, and postnatural immensity: His cybernetic version of the technological sublime registers an intoxicating sense of cybernetic infinitude, as clusters and constellations of data proliferate and collage in the nonspace of the mind. These internal realms of informational immensity and eugenic alteration attract high-tech criminals-"console cowboys" and techno-punks of various classes, and the God-hungry searching for the ultimate Matrix or Codeto appropriate the transnational sublime of this new technoscape. Cyberspace is the term Gibson first uses in Neuromancer (1984) to imagine forth market as theorized in the antiliberal representations of Walter Benn Michaels "as an asphyxiating total system" determining the desiring subject of postmodernism with an "all-encompassing fatality" (212). Horwitz's term for this New Historicist integration of economic and cultural discourse is "isomorphic" (By the Law of Nature, 19). 13. Jacques Attali, "The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development," Vital In the economy of war, national power must be substantiated via a process of outinjurying the opponent, but this material violence gets abstracted and distanced, sublimated, or, in effect, redescribed: "The act of injuring, or the tissue that is to be injured, or the weapon that is to accomplish the injury is renamed. The gantry for American missiles is named the 'cherrypicker,' just as American missions entailing the massive dropping of incendiary bombs over North Vietnam were called 'Sherwood Forest' and 'Pink Rose,' "64 as if war evoked a natural process of blossoming and recreating, say, a "Desert Storm" (sublime nature) or a "Desert Shield" (sublime technology). What Kant called the sublime of war would, in effect, reaffirm the legitimacy and reality of competing cultural constructs: To the victors go the power of world-building and world-destroying. Bodies maimed, injured, and destroyed help to substantiate the military-and moral--superiority of the winning ideology. The individual body of the patriot is enlisted, thereby, into the cause of national substantiation. In Elaine Scarry's uncanny description of war as a formal structure of injury and contest, "When the system of national self-belief is without any compelling source of substantiation other than the material fact of, and intensity of feeling in, the bodies of the believers (patriots) themselves, then war feelings are occasioned. That is, it is when a country has become to its population a fiction that wars begin, however intensely beloved by its people that fiction is."65 Through staging technological spectacles of sublime power in a by now global cyberspace, war had again served to substantiate waning convictions of national superiority, as patriots were reconscripted to believe in, injure, and die for techno-euphoric master-narratives of freedom, redemption, sovereignty, and sublimity.
Although as a national rallying cry "America, the Beautiful" portrays panoramas of sublime mountains and sweeping prairies that tap into a longstanding sanctification of the wilderness sublime, this lyric is unlikely to replace "The Star-Spangled Banner" as the national anthem of the United States of America any day soon. The war in the Persian Gulf will probably permanently derail Indiana congressman Andrew Jacobs's 1990 bill to bring about this national anthem shift in the American political imaginary of its innermost purpose, goals, and tools.66 Whitney Houston's performance of "The Star-Spangled Banner" at Superbowl XXV brought home the oddly poetic, transporting, and profoundly ideological appeal of this song to millions of viewers preoccupied, as they were, with the war in Iraq, which began, as President Bush had promised, shortly after the January 15, 1991, deadline. Since Francis Scott Key had first penned this Anacreontic drinking lyric after the British assault on Baltimore in 1814, the "bombs bursting in air" have ratified, celebrated, and consecrated the American project of technological transcendence in ways no political speech can.67 The war in the Persian Gulf, whatever else it accomplished, gave proof through the long night of postmodernism, that America "was still there." I think this is so because, beyond legitimating a stance of warmongering as self-defense, Key's poem circulates images of national enjoyment and social empowerment that presuppose a kind of self-absorbing, spiritualized techno-euphoria: The weapons manifest an American will to maintain international superiority and national distinction. These bombs of reified American intelligence-early "smart weapons" of American origin and end-substantiate the internal dynamics of the American Sublime. If the flag remains an emblem of threatened unity, the bombs better embody a shared conviction of national might and moral legitimacy: They resonate, as do the Patriot missiles, with the terror and wonder of global redemption. These oft-repeated images serve better then body counts or political 
